
 
 
 
 
 
 

SAFETY RULES 
I.- TRADUZCA LAS SIGUIENTES PALABRAS 

1.- SHORT HAIR=                                                         14.-PUNCTURED POCKET= 

2.- LONG HAIR=                                                  15.-SHARP TOOLS = 

3.-ROLLED SLEEVE=                                                     16.-OIL CAN LEAKING= 

4.- SAFETY HELMET=                                                   17.- RAG HANGING AROUND= 

5.- GLOVES=                                                                  18.-RING= 

6.- GOGGLES=                                                       19.-LOOSE CUFF= 

7.-BUTTONED UP=                                                       20.-BUTTON MISSED= 

8.-CLOSE FITTING OVERALL=                                      21.-LOOSE SCARF (TOWEL, TIE)= 

9.- SAFETY SHOES= 

10.-ORDINARYSOFT SHOES= 

11.-SMOKING AT WORK= 

12.-LOOSE SHOE LACE= 

13.- OVERALL TOO LONG= 

II .-COMPLETE LA SIGUIENTE TABLA CON PALABRAS DEL VOCABULARIO : SEPARANDO EN SEGURO  

Y PELIGROSO 

SAFE DANGEROUS 

1.- 1.- 

2.- 2.- 

3.- 3.- 

4.- 4.- 

5.- 5.- 

6.- 6.- 

7.- 7.- 

8.- 8.- 

9.- 9.- 

10.- 10.- 

11.- 11.- 

12 12.- 

13 13.- 



 
 
 
 
 
 

I.- Complete las oraciones usando estas palabras: INSTRUCTIONS – PULLED – SWITCH ON –

EXPERIMENTED – OVERALLS (5 PTS) 

1.-The student ………the lever and the machine started 

2.- The student took off their ties and put on their ……………… 

3.- The boy cut himself when he ……………with a tool 

4.- The students waited for the teacher’s ……………………… 

5.- Wait for instructions before you ………..any machine 

II.-Verdadero y falso. Justifique las falsas en Español (14 pts) 

1…….In the workshop you do not need to wear an apron or an overall 

2……You must put tools in any bench because this is the correct place to stay 

3……You must wear a close fitting overalls when you are in the workshop. 

4…….If you have long hair, it isn´t dangerous in the workshop  

5……You must wear safety helmet and gloves when you are in the classroom 

6…….When you are wearing safety shoes your feet are protected in the workshop. 

7……You need to wear a tie, towel or scarf in the workshop 

III.- Elija una alternativa. (6 pts) 

1.- You want to switch on a machine. What must you do first? 

a.- Experiment with the levers and switches 

b.- Run to the teacher and ask him how to use it.     c.- Wait for instructions 

2.- You are going to use a cutting tool. Where must you keep your hands? 

a.-behind the cutting edge        b.- pointed downwards     c.- on the bench 

3.-You do not know how to use a tool . What must you do? 

a.- Leave it on the top of the bench      b.-Ask the teacher how to use it 

c.-Point downwards. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 


